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Strategic Themes 2014:   

The Next Level of Transparency 

There is no status quo in sales – only constant 
evolution. Sales leaders will gain unprecedented 
insights from data generated by the next 
generation of technology that will support their 
sales judgment decisions. 

Sales Training: Prioritizing Investment 

World-Class Sales Organizations tie sales training 
initiatives to key productivity drivers. The 
latest Miller Heiman Sales Performance and 
Productivity Study identifies four areas leaders 
plan to emphasize to drive productivity in 2014.   

Inside sales: Customer Service  

Sales Representative 

Training customer service reps to become 
problem solvers can boost customer loyalty – and 
your revenue.  To provide total service, they must 
know how to sell as well as to serve. That takes a 
new, focused strategy.  

World-Class Sales Performance Study

Join the 2014 Miller Heiman Sales Best Practices 
Study, our annual research that identifies the selling 
behaviors and sales management activities that 
are statistically tied to driving World-Class Sales 
Performance. Join the Study >

Webinar: Strategic Issues Of  

World-Class Sales Organizations 

Get insights from the 2013 Miller Heiman Sales 
Best Practices Study that can be applied to 
accelerate year end performance and provide 
framework for strategic planning for 2014.  
Register now >

Perspectives on Productivity:  
The Next Level of Transparency
The introduction of radar at the start of World War II introduced a new level of 

transparency that ground spotters couldn’t produce. The ability to see over the 

horizon and accurately project enemy size, altitude, speed and course allowed 

defensive commanders to quickly coordinate anti-aircraft and fighters to the 

approaching threat. No longer dependent on semi-reliable, disconnected field 

reports and guesswork of their WWI counterparts, Radar changed the game.

Sales Force Automation (SFA) was supposed to be the game changer for the 

sales leaders. Reliable data on the flow of opportunities and revenue from initial 

customer connect to qualify to close and retain. In-depth reports, dashboards 

and analytics plotting the digitized sales force were all part of the promise. 

Unfortunately confidence in funnel data is rare, rendering elegant SFA data 

meaningless. Sales leaders must still default to their judgment to fill in the data 

blanks about their business.  

Every sales leader is fighting a different battle. There are countless variables, 

perspectives and agendas that need to be considered when making strategic 

decisions about the sales organization: its ability to perform this quarter, this year, 

next year. Coverage models, metrics, people issues, messaging, technology… the 

strategic issues pile up. There is no status quo, only constant evolution. 

The next level of transparency provides the sales leader with data driven facts to 

compliment their judgment in the countless strategic decision they must make. 

Fresh insights from new data can quantify data previously supported exclusively 

by judgment… sales cycle length, marketing contribution to pipeline, competitive 

win rates or cost per opportunity. 

It may not be the real-time global satellite and drone coverage today’s military 

commanders enjoy, it will provide insight to their sales productivity they never 

knew. Our Research Note, Strategic Themes 2014: The Next Level of Transparency 

explores how Sales leaders can get to their next level of transparency by connecting 

the behaviors of sales reps with opportunity outcomes. 
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Strategic Decision 
As technology advances and customer management 

strategies mature, the next level of data transparency will 

provide sales leaders with unprecedented insight to 

complement their judgment when making decisions. 

Getting to this next level of transparency will required the 

coordinated efforts of sales operations, training and 

enablement teams supported by the next generation of 

sales technology 

  

Decision Making 

Choosing “heads or tails” is pretty straightforward. There’s always a 50/50 chance of being right no matter which side is 

chosen. However, even though we know every flip is an independent event, we can’t help but let our judgment be swayed by 

data. When we see heads come up three times in a row, it’s tough not to choose tails. Strategic decision making for sales leaders 

is not so random. There are countless variables, perspectives and agendas that need to be considered. With better data 

providing deeper insights into the performance and productivity of the sales organization, we can improve our odds of success 

beyond 50/50. 

 

The Next Level of Transparency 

There is no status quo in sales, only constant evolution. The 

vortex and speed of change facing the sales leader forces 

them to rely on experience and judgment when data is not 

available, or worse, not trusted. The next level of 

transparency will provide the sales leader with data-driven 

facts to complement their judgment. 

 

As technology advances and sales teams mature, sales 

leaders gain access to opportunity and sales funnel data that 

accurately captures opportunity conversion and velocity 

rates in addition to revenue. Furthermore, as salespeople 

leverage knowledge systems to access the content and 

resources they need to prepare and execute their customer 

interactions, new behavioral data can be gathered. 

Combining extracted behavioral data with trustworthy sales 

cycle data allows the organization to connect sales behavior 

and messages to customer outcomes. 

Strategic Issue: 
How will the next level of data 

transparency influence strategic 
decisions? 

 

Strategic Issue: A complex question that 

requires research, data, perspective, 

knowledge and context to answer 
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Getting to the next level of transparency and the powerful insights it 

provides will require the deliberate and consistent execution of customer 

management strategies in order to ensure funnel integrity. It will also 

require the coordinated efforts of sales operations, training and enablement 

teams supported by the next generation of technology. 

 

 

Sales Operations:  
Customer Management 
Sales performance management is the priority for sales operations focusing 

on the reporting, predicting and influencing of sales behavior. While 

performance data comes from finance, opportunity data is subjectively 

entered by the salesperson. In contrast to the high level of accuracy of 

financial data, opportunity data is more difficult to control. In the absence of 

clear definitions, common terminology and consistent execution of customer 

management processes, opportunity data is highly subjective and 

questionable and undermines funnel confidence. 

 

To reach the next level of transparency sales operations must assume 

responsibility for defining and promoting the consistent usage of customer 

management strategies. When salespeople and field sales managers 

consistently assess and evaluate each opportunity against established 

customer management strategies, the resulting opportunity data is both 

current and trustworthy. In addition, sales operations must align with 

marketing on lead generation and management. With sales operations 

leading the way, subjective beliefs about sales cycle length or opportunity 

conversion rates are replaced with facts. 

 

Sales Operations Strategic Issues 

•How are customer management processes maintained and promoted? 

•What percentage of the sales funnel does marketing fill? 

•How much do you spend per salesperson on sales technology? 

•How will confidence in opportunity data influence strategic decisions? 

 

 

 

 

  World-Class Sales Organizations  

  All Respondents 

Forecast Accuracy: 74 percent of 
World-Class Sales Organizations 
are on track to make plan and 
maintain forecast accuracy of 80 
percent or better as compared to 
52 percent of all respondents. 

 

 
Funnel Confidence: 54 percent of 
World-Class Sales Organizations 
are on track to make plan and 
maintain funnel confidence of 70 
percent or better as compared to 
28 percent of all respondents. 

 

 
Improving opportunity data is the first 
hurdle to overcome in the quest for the next 
level of transparency. World-Class Sales 
Organizations are separated from all others 
by their high level of funnel confidence and 
ability to leverage behavioral data to 
connect activities and messages with 
customer outcomes. 

 
SOURCE: 2013 Miller Heiman Sales Performance and 

Productivity 

 

 

 

74% 52% 

54% 28% 

Strategic Data 
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Sales Training: Frontline Sales Managers 

Sales training organizations have long focused on the 

traditional elements of product, process, skills and new hire 

training with little attention paid to the frontline sales 

manager (FSM). Yet, the FSM is the single most influential 

person in the salesperson’s world. They turn to their direct 

manager for advice, strategy and perspective on how to 

advance and close opportunities. They also review their 

forecast, funnel and progress towards quota with their 

manager. The FSM is in the single, best position to be the 

catalyst for influencing or transforming sales behaviors. 

 

Funnel confidence, like forecast accuracy, is a direct result of 

how FSMs and salespeople interpret and apply customer 

management strategies and concepts to individual customer 

buying dynamics. If the FSM misunderstands, is out of 

alignment or chooses to pursue their own processes, funnel 

integrity is impossible. To reach World-Class levels of 

transparency and performance, FSM development must 

become a priority with emphasis on customer management 

strategy expertise as this is the most effective way to ensure 

trustworthy opportunity data. Combining this expertise with 

business management competencies positions the FSM to 

ensure timely and accurate opportunity data from which the 

next level of transparency will emerge. 

 

Sales Training Strategic Issues 

•How do frontline sales managers teach, coach and enforce 

customer management strategies? 

•How is the sales process trained, reinforced and 

automated? 

•How do organizations prioritize investments in their 

training budget to improve productivity? 

•How will confidence in opportunity data provide new 

insights into sales productivity?  

 

 

Sales Enablement: Knowledge Exchange 

Sales Enablement has grown in strategic importance as 

buyers and salespeople alike suffer from information 

overload. Salespeople not only have to understand and be 

able to describe and differentiate the unique capabilities of 

their products and services, they must be able to apply those 

capabilities in the context of the customer’s challenges and 

objectives. Evolving from the sales information portal, the 

knowledge exchange platform allows the salesperson to 

access the information, intelligence, subject matter experts 

and specialists within their organization to find the answers 

their customer needs to advance through each phase of their 

unique buying process. 

 

Behavioral data is a new form of data, identifying the content 

salespeople use and the messages they deliver. It harnesses 

real-time intelligence gained from every interaction, both 

internal and with customers, to create an entirely new form 

of communications data. Elevating collaboration from “water 

cooler” conversations, personal knowledge networks and 

email chains to a structured, social environment allows the 

capture and analysis of the knowledge exchanged. 

Connecting the activities, messages and behaviors of 

salespeople with the outcomes of customer interactions 

(courtesy of now trustworthy opportunity data) produces an 

entirely new perspective on sales productivity and the 

behaviors that promote it. 

 

Unlike sales force automation (SFA), where the salesperson 

has to enter data, behavioral data is extracted from the 

knowledge exchange platform by monitoring and cataloging 

what the salesperson does. Analysis of this behavioral data 

creates a entirely new level of transparency by replacing the 

“experiential” data gathered from a couple days in the field 

and a few sales calls that sales leaders have always relied on. 
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Sales Enablement Strategic Issues 

•How does the salesperson access and exchange knowledge? 

•How does social collaboration change the knowledge 

management platform? 

•How are your messages connected to your customer 

management strategy? 

•How does behavioral data contribute new insights into 

sales productivity?  

 
 

Sales Technology: Social Platform 

Sales technology simultaneously represents the greatest 

potential and drag on sales productivity. SFA systems 

provided the first radical advances in transparency as sales 

reporting transitioned from paper forms to spreadsheets and 

then to database-driven systems like Siebel and 

Salesforce.com. These systems automated reporting and 

provided unprecedented visibility into accounts, contacts, 

opportunities and the sales funnel, exposing sales activity 

like never before. Predictably, the response from the 

salesperson was to avoid or at least minimize their usage of 

the system, limiting their exposure and rendering the 

opportunity data meaningless. Sales management often 

didn’t enforce system usage as increased transparency also 

exposed their lack of business management to the CEO/CFO. 

Today, SFA adoption is the single greatest barrier to the next 

level of transparency. However, it’s not usually the fault of 

the technology. Often, lack of SFA adoption stems from poor 

adherence to or a complete absence of the customer 

management strategies the system emulates. When 

salespeople and sales management fully adopt your customer 

management strategies, sales technologies like CRM will 

become a boon to sales instead of a hindrance. 

While sales has been slow to embrace technology, technology 

has not waited for sales. Rapid advancements in 

communications, functionality, point applications and 

mobility give the “multi-device sales representative” the 

ability to access information, data and intelligence wherever 

and whenever they require it. The advent of social 

technologies has added a new form of communication and 

avenue for interaction with customers. Perhaps more 

powerfully, social platforms allow salespeople to connect and 

engage with peers, managers and the internal knowledge 

resources they need to advance opportunities. Building the 

social collaboration platform as “the” location where the 

salesperson connects, consumes and collaborates will be the 

priority for sales technologists. 

 

Capturing and cataloging the activities the salesperson does, 

the messages they deliver and the issues they exchange 

opinions on creates a new level of visibility into sales 

behaviors. When opportunity behavior data is connected to 

highly confident opportunity data from SFA, the next level of 

transparency is revealed. 

Sales Technology Strategic Issues 

•What is your sales force automation adoption strategy? 

•How does social technology change communications and 

information access?  

•How will you connect and support the multi-device sales 

representative? 

•How does predictive data influence strategic decisions?  

 
About the Miller Heiman Research Institute: MHRI is a research organization dedicated to improving the performance and 
productivity of complex B2B sales organizations. We help members develop and hone sales strategies by providing thought-
leading research, critical analysis, benchmarking against World-Class Sales Organizations and customized insight into their 
strategic issues through our advisory services. Through our extensive research into the best practices, strategies and decision 
frameworks of World-Class Sales Organizations, we help our clients apply these insights to their organization through 
published research, keynotes and presentations as well as analyst inquiry. 
Contact our Director of Member Experience or call 775-284-9035. 
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Sales Training: Prioritizing Investment 
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Strategic Decision 
All sales organizations want to improve productivity. They 

believe that sales training will help but often aren’t sure 

where to spend their sales training dollars. By tying sales 

training programs to key productivity drivers, World-Class 

Sales Organizations ensure their funds are invested where 

they will have the greatest impact. 

  

Fix Everything 

The “fixer upper” can be found in just about any real estate listing. Turning a fixer-upper into a valuable asset instead of a 

“money pit” requires sifting through a long list of projects to determine which will have the greatest impact on the home’s value. 

While your sales team may not be as run down as an old house, prioritizing training investments is difficult, especially when 

there is so much that could be improved. 

 

Productivity Allocation 

The Miller Heiman Sales Performance and Productivity 

Study (SPP) is an annual study that identifies the 

performance and productivity imperatives sales leaders are 

considering for the year ahead. The 2013 SPP shows that 

 

4% 

4% 

9% 

7% 

12% 

10% 

10% 

9% 

18% 

29% 

30% 

38% 

30% 

34% 

54% 

59% 

33% 

26% 

16% 

16% 

14% 

13% 

6% 

4% 

Deploy tablets to field 

Deploy new sales productivity applications 

Change compensation and quota strategy 

Training/development: sales manager  

Deploy new CRM system 

Change coverage model 

Product knowledge/competitive intelligence 

Training: process, skills or competency 

Investments in Productivity 

Completed in 2012 or prior 2013/2104 Not planned or in place 

Strategic Issue: 
How do organizations prioritize 

investments in their training 
budget to improve productivity? 

 

Strategic Issue: A complex question that 

requires research, data, perspective, 

knowledge and context to answer 
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more than 50 percent of respondents spend over $2,000 annually per 

salesperson, attempting to drive productivity improvements. More than 70 

percent of these respondents are investing their productivity dollars in sales 

skills, process training, product knowledge and competitive intelligence. 

 

 

Productivity Drivers 

When experienced salespeople are hired, they bring with them some level of 

sales skills, CRM experience and even their own customer management 

process. They may still need to come up to speed on the market if it is new to 

them, and they will certainly require in-depth training on their employer’s 

products and services. The goal is to get these new hires producing as 

quickly as possible. To that end, our study identified four areas of sales 

training that leaders plan to emphasize in 2013-14: 

 

Sales Skills and Competencies: These are the core sales skills needed to 

create and manage opportunities and customer relationships. Creating and 

managing opportunities includes managing the process from prospecting to 

close: targeting prospects, qualifying opportunities and guiding the buyer 

successfully through each stage of the sales process. Managing relationships 

requires maintaining the relationship after the sale, focusing on customer 

satisfaction and uncovering new opportunities within the account. At a 

minimum, salespeople must be able to identify the customer’s concept 

through questioning techniques, present the appropriate solution, generate 

proposals, negotiate the final solution and close the sale. They also must be 

proficient in using CRM to track the opportunity. 

 

This type of training can be easily delivered through classroom or static e-

learning modules. More advanced organizations deploy a combination of 

classroom, e-learning and simulations with experienced salespeople and 

continually assess salespeople to determine their level of competency. 

World-Class Sales Organizations also incorporate social learning, teaching 

salespeople how to prospect through sites like LinkedIn, Facebook and 

Twitter as well as how to collaborate and gather feedback through CRM sites 

such as Jive and Chatter. 

 

Sales Methodology and Process: The sales process is the series of formal steps salespeople use to manage opportunities from 

prospect to close. It requires a clear understanding of the customer’s buying process as well as how to map the sales process to 

it, how to define the opportunity work flows and how to accelerate an opportunity from one stage to the next. At a bare 

  World-Class Sales Organizations  

  All Respondents 

“Our organization requires the 
sales force to regularly 
participate in professional 
development programs.” 

 

 
“Our management team is highly 
accountable for their sales teams’ 
continuous improvement.” 

 

 
Salespeople have to deal with change 
constantly: new product lines, 
enhancements to existing offerings, changes 
in the competitive landscape and higher 
expectations. Investing in sales training is 
not optional. World-Class Organizations 
ensure funds are invested where they will 
get the maximum return and ultimately 
drive productivity and revenue. 

 
SOURCE: 2013 Miller Heiman Sales Best Practices Study 

 

 

 

80% 27% 

87% 27% 

Strategic Data 
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minimum, organizations must have a single standardized process that all salespeople follow. However, if the process is not 

integrated into CRM, nor reinforced by management, it is difficult to discern its effectiveness. Linking the process to the 

company’s knowledge management system and CRM can help. The key stages and steps are integrated into the CRM’s funnel 

process, and account reviews with sales managers consistently reinforce the process. World-Class Sales Organizations take it 

further, creating dynamic playbooks that are integrated into their sales technologies, using analytics to judge the effectiveness 

of the process and allowing salespeople to provide feedback through social media.  

 

 

 

Product and Solution Training: Solution training teaches salespeople to relate the features of their products to the problems 

prospects are trying to solve or the goals they are trying to achieve. Thanks to the internet, today’s buyers are more 

knowledgeable than ever by the time they engage with a salesperson. They aren’t simply looking for basic information, but for a 

salesperson who can demonstrate specifically how the solution can solve their needs. At the recommended level, training the 

salesperson to recognize cross-selling and up-selling opportunities can enhance the value to the customer and help the 

salesperson avoid selling on price. Product managers in World-Class Sales Organizations host virtual product training sessions 

where they can educate, communicate and gather feedback. 

 

Market 
Dynamics

•Industry overview
•Customer overview
•Competitive overview 
(product/pricing
/service)

•Customer challenges
•Competitive analysis 

•Content and CRM fine-
tuned for competitors
•Advantages to employ 
against competitors
•Analytics to alert in 
shifts in customer 
market

Training

Expectations

Process -
Methodology

Skills -
Competency

Products -
Solutions

Required

•Features/functionality
•Competitive advantages
•Key Benefits
•Alignment with 
customer problem 

Recommended

•Best practice sharing 
with SMEs
•Social selling
•Social collaboration 

World Class

•Process regularly 
reinforced
•Playbook integrated 
into process, KMS and 
CRM
•Feedback through 
social media 

•Product managers 
/solution 
•Experts communicate 
through blogs that link 
to deeper information 

•Cross-sell/Up-sell
•Value selling/discount 
avoidance

•CRM solution to track 
leads
•Questioning techniques
•Presentation skills
•Proposal preparation
•Negotiating skills
•Closing skills 

•Market segments to 
focus on
•Stakeholders in those 
accounts to engage
•How to use specific 
sales tactics for specific 
competitors 

•Single standardized 
process with defined 
stages and 
buying/selling steps

•Process regularly 
reinforced
•Integrated with CRM
•Integrated with KMS

Investment Framework 

Required - sets the bar for 
the minimum level of 
acceptable training. Defining 
what is required at all levels 
forms the foundation for 
building core knowledge and 
skills. Everyone must adhere 
to this minimum standard. 

Recommended - establishes 
the next level of training 
resource engagement. While 
not a requirement, these 
activities are recommended 
because they add a level of 
value and productivity that 
salespeople, managers and 
management should 
embrace. 

World-Class - represents the 
ultimate vision and 
fulfillment of training’s 
potential.  This designation 
defines state of the art and 
establishes the standard of 
excellence to illustrate what 
is possible. Working towards 
this “ideal state” requires 
organizations to set 
continuous improvement 
goals and milestones. 
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Market Dynamics: This training focuses on the market and competitive landscape. From a market perspective, sales needs to 

understand the business their target customers are in, recent and long-term market trends, the challenges faced by customers 

in this market and how the company’s solutions address these challenges. At a base level, salespeople also need to understand 

a competitor’s products – feature/function/benefit, pricing, support and sales strategies. Much of this information can be 

acquired through the internet, but advanced organizations will make it available through training as well as an internal micro-

site. 

 

Market dynamics training allows the salesperson to create specific questioning techniques designed to identify the customer’s 

challenges and understand the specific opportunity, buying influences, timing and budget. A deeper competitive analysis will 

allow them to better understand their positioning prior to creating a presentation or proposal. World-Class Sales Organizations 

fine-tune their content and CRM to address their competitors’ positioning. They continually research and develop competitive 

advantages and use analytics to alert salespeople to market changes or competitive improvements. 

 

 
 
About the Miller Heiman Research Institute: MHRI is a research organization dedicated to improving the performance and 

productivity of complex B2B sales organizations. We help members develop and hone sales strategies by providing thought-

leading research, critical analysis, benchmarking against World-Class Sales Organizations and customized insight into their 

strategic issues through our advisory services. Through our extensive research into the best practices, strategies and decision 

frameworks of World-Class Sales Organizations, we help our clients apply these insights to their organization through 

published research, keynotes and presentations as well as analyst inquiry. 

Contact our Director of Member Experience or call 775-284-9035. 
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Inside Sales: Customer Service Sales Representative 
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Strategic Decision 
Customer service representatives interface with customers 

more than any other role. They build and sustain long-

term relationships by listening to their customers and 

solving problems. World-Class Sales Organizations 

leverage these relationships to improve customer loyalty 

and build revenue by training their customer service 

representatives to both serve and sell. 

  

Tell Me Where It Hurts 

In the old days, back when office visits lasted longer than ten minutes, doctors got to know their patients. If they asked a 

patient to tell them “where it hurts,” they could tell when the patient wasn’t being completely truthful. They knew how to ferret 

out the hidden pains that even the patient wasn’t aware of. They could even uncover those bad habits the patient wasn’t willing 

to admit to. It was all part of being a doctor. World-Class Sales Organizations are turning their customer service 

representatives into old-fashioned problem solvers like these doctors. 

 

Total Service 

Your competition wants what you’ve got – your customers. 

They bombard them with emails, social media, webinar 

invitations, cold calls and mail. They promote special offers 

and promise special treatment. World-Class Sales 

Organizations realize that traditional service is no longer 

enough to keep customers loyal. To stay competitive, they 

must differentiate themselves by serving their customers so 

well that they would never dream of using someone else’s 

products or services. This requires total service. 

Total service is more than just answering customer inquiries 

courteously or solving problems quickly. Like the doctors of 

old, it requires adding value by uncovering the customer’s 

hidden or unspoken needs and matching up products and 

services to meet those needs. To provide total service, the 

customer service sales representative (CSSR) must know 

how to sell as well as to serve. 

  

Strategic Issue: 
How will a customer service 

sales representative increase 
revenue and create greater 

customer loyalty? 
 

Strategic Issue: A complex question that 

requires research, data, perspective, 

knowledge and context to answer 
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Customer Service Expanded 

In a previous note, Inside Sales: Technology Driven Specialization, we 

describe the customer service sales representative role as a growing trend.  

World-Class Sales Organizations see sales as a natural extension of service 

and realize the value these frontline employees bring to both the customer 

and the employer. 

 

The CSSR is responsible for inbound customer service and selling activities 

via phone and web. Regardless of which medium they use to interact with a 

customer, the responsibilities are much the same. Customer service 

activities include accessing and processing incoming customer calls or web 

chats, solving customer issues and offering product information. Selling 

activities include both up-selling and cross-selling. Cross-selling is selling 

related products, unrelated products or special promotions. Up-selling is 

increasing the quantity of an order or upgrading the product the customer 

purchased. Both activities increase revenue by adding to a transaction that is 

already in process. 

 

 

Four Vital Components 

As with any other sales role, the right performance metrics, training, 

compensation plan and technology contribute to the success of the CSSR. 

 

Metrics: Performance metrics track the impact of the CSSR for service, 

support and selling. Service and support metrics represent traditional 

customer service metrics while up-sell and cross-sell metrics comprise the 

selling metrics. 

 

Service/Support Metrics 

 Response Time - percent of calls answered within a certain timeframe 

 Average Handle Time - the amount of time a customer is on the phone 

 Customer Satisfaction - the rating provided by customers 

 

Selling Metrics 

 Quota Achievement – attainment of specified goals related to revenue, margin or product 

 Average Order Size – average dollar amount of orders 

 Conversion - percentage of customers who add to their order in response to cross-sell and up-sell activities 

  World-Class Sales Organizations  

  All Respondents 

“We consistently use a formal 
process for measuring customer 
satisfaction/loyalty.” 

 

 
“Our salespeople are highly 
effective at creating new sales 
opportunities with existing 
customers.” 

 

 
World-Class Sales Organizations consistently 
measure customer satisfaction in all areas of 
their business, particularly customer service. 
These organizations improve their customer 
service by training their CSSRs to recognize 
new opportunities. In this way, the CSSR 
fulfills two goals: meeting the customer’s 
needs and driving revenue for the 
organization. 

 
SOURCE: 2013 Miller Heiman Sales Best Practices Study 

 

 

 

69% 30% 

80% 30% 

Strategic Data 
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Training: To offer total service, the CSSR must develop a deep understanding of the company’s products and services and 

develop the ability to quickly and accurately match features and benefits to customer needs. The CSSR must have the skills to 

serve customers and to be successful in cross-selling, up-selling and overcoming resistance in a way that boosts buyer 

satisfaction and the bottom line. They also need to master internal systems, such as chat, that are used to support customer 

interactions. 

 

Compensation: In most cases, the CSSR is considered a non-exempt employee and paid an hourly base rate. They also may 

have a variable compensation component that is tied to individual service and selling activities such as first-call resolution and 

cross-sell/up-sells goals. The amount of variable compensation will depend on the type of interaction the CSSR has with the 

customer and their level of influence. The weighting of CSSR variable compensation is situational and based on the amount of 

selling required. 

 

Technology: CSSRs use multiple technologies when handling customer interactions. They must be experts in inbound 

telephony, order management, chat, product management and CRM systems. Many call centers use an Interactive Voice 

Response System (IVR) to queue calls and deliver product or solution information while a customer is waiting. The CSSR must 

have visibility into how long a customer has been on hold and what information they have heard. Depending on the interaction, 

the CSSR must be able to look-up customer information and process orders. While completing the transaction, the CSSR 

accesses the product management system to up-sell or cross-sell products related to their interaction or those offered during 

the customer wait time. If working in tandem with field sales, CSSRs must know how to add notes to the customer record in 

the CRM system so they are visible to a field representative. 

 

 

Customer Core 

The CSSR role is different in every company. Organizations 

define the role based on the complexity of product or 

solutions they offer and required customer interactions. 

Customers who purchase commodity products may simply 

need a self-service portal for inquiring about price and 

availability or placing orders. An entry-level customer service 

representative can handle interactions from order entry to 

first level basic inquiry and problem solving. Customers who 

purchase more complex products or solutions need the 

assistance of an experienced customer service professional. 

It’s at this level that customers are looking for relationships 

with vendors and expect consistency, quality and value. With 

these established relationships, CSSRs have the latitude and 

credibility to cross-sell and up-sell. 

 
About the Miller Heiman Research Institute: MHRI is a research organization dedicated to improving the performance and 
productivity of complex B2B sales organizations. We help members develop and hone sales strategies by providing thought-
leading research, critical analysis, benchmarking against World-Class Sales Organizations and customized insight into their 
strategic issues through our advisory services. Through our extensive research into the best practices, strategies and decision 
frameworks of World-Class Sales Organizations, we help our clients apply these insights to their organization through 
published research, keynotes and presentations as well as analyst inquiry. 
Contact our Director of Member Experience or call 775-284-9035. 


